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We are living in an extraordinary time for those of us who have worked in areas of health and health care.  The century old payment system that pays doctors and hospitals to provide greater and greater volumes of care – in the case of hospitals it provides an incentive to build larger and larger buildings with more and more beds that need to be kept filled – that system is under direct attack from the Affordable Care Act.Now health systems are increasingly being penalized for not producing health rather than units of health care services.  This change in incentives is at least in part why we are here today at a meeting that has both health and housing in its title.



Health Care Spending
Percentage of GDP, 1980–2013
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US (17.1%)
FR (11.6%)
SWE (11.5%)
GER (11.2%)
NETH (11.1%)
SWIZ (11.1%)
DEN (11.1%)
NZ (11.0%)
CAN (10.7%)
JAP (10.2%)
NOR (9.4%)
AUS (9.4%)*
UK (8.8%)

Notes: GDP refers to gross domestic product. Dutch and Swiss data are for current spending only, and 
exclude spending on capital formation of health care providers.
Source: OECD Health Data 2015.

Percent

* 2012.
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Well known point here.    We were #1 most costly in 1980 but close to the second most costly.  After 3+ decades of policy efforts,  moves to to control costs,  manage care etc…….we are now much worse than #2.    In fact as a percent of GDP—(17.1 )we are farther from the second most costly than the second (11.6)most costly is from being the lowest cost.   (8.8)Despite All our efforts at cost control since 1980, and squeezing reimbursement for Medicare,  or Medicaid   we have lost ground.   I.e  other countries have controlled their costs better than we have.   The difference is about $1T/yr.    We may be finding that we are coming to unaffordable solutions as a nation. We know more about what we could do than we can afford to pay for…..at least unless we can lower the total amount of disease and injury.    That is impetus of the transition in financing and the move toward value ie how much health are we getting for the dollars spent.



Life Expectancy by Age
International Comparison

Before age 75, the US never ranks above 15 out of 17 countries
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This is a 17 nations comparison of life expectancy at every age.  The US is last or next to last up to age 75.  Then we make our move.  We are #1 at age 95+ years.  We live the longest….after most of us are already dead!Why we do so badly is that because death earlier in life is affected less by the quality of medical care and more by one’s life circumstance.  More than one in 5 of our children is growing up in poverty!  Violence and injury, early onset of serious illness, and whether you smoke, are all making a difference here.Better standing at later ages is a testament to how good care is here for the very old.And we are going to have more and more older folks whose care is very expensive.  So increasing amounts of our health care dollar are going to go toward care for the elderly.  Instead, other nations reduce how much care is needed by having people who live longer, healthier lives. 
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Health Systems Approaches to Health and Wellness
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Can community development 
improve health?



• 18 times national crime rate

• $35 M local drug trade

• 40% of units uninhabitable

• 30% high school graduation rate

• 13% of adults employed

East Lake Meadows Public Housing
Atlanta, GA

1995



• 86% reduction in crime

• 97% reduction in violent crime

• 99% graduation rate

• 100% college acceptance

• 100% of able-bodied adults 
employed

Villages of East Lake
Atlanta, GA

> $200 M private investment

2018



Moving to 

OPPORTUNITY for
Fair Housing Demonstration 
Program



HUD Moving to Opportunity Experiment

From 1994-1998
4,600 families 
Five sites:  Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, LA, and NYC
Families randomly assigned to one of three groups:

• Control: Project-based public housing in high poverty areas 
(>50% at baseline)

• Section 8: Conventional housing vouchers, no restrictions
• Experimental:  Housing vouchers restricted to low poverty

(<10%) census tracts



Moving to Opportunity

After 3 years, mental health of both parents and sons 
who moved to the low-poverty neighborhoods improved.

After 10 to 15 years, movers had lower levels of obesity, 
severe obesity & diabetes risk (HbA1c)

Source: Leventhal and Brooks-Gunn, 2003; Ludwig et al. NEJM, 2011



How would a health 
system get involved in 
improving the social 
determinants of health? 



Issues Identified:

• Varied capacity for investment

• Often siloed between community 
benefit, finance, and facilities leaders

• Understood social determinants of 
health

• Concept of leverage was key

• Community partners in social services, 
not community development

Accelerating Investments for Healthy 
Communities
Lincoln Institute for Land Policy



What could a health 
system get from 
community investing?
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What a health system could get from community 
investing

• Healthier patients (lower health care costs)

• Community reputation for good citizenship

• Lower costs for safety, physical plant maintenance

• Easier recruitment of staff

• Healthier staff (lower health care costs)

• Improved value of property 



What a health system 
could provide to 

community investing



https://www.rwjf.org/content/dam/farm/reports/reports/2017/rwjf435716

Hospitals and health systems have a variety of assets—
such as financial resources, land, and expertise—that 
would make them valuable participants in the community 
investment system; a small, but significant cohort of 
institutions have taken bold steps and engaged in 
investment discussions or transactions. 



Arrowhead Grove Redevelopment
San Bernardino, CA

• National Community 
Renaissance

• Housing Authority of the 
County of San Bernardino

• City and County of San 
Bernardino

• California Affordable Housing 
and Sustainable Communities

• California Tax Credit 
Allocation Committee

• Dignity Health

400 units of affordable housing



Dignity Health
Types of Investments

• Direct Loan

• Intermediary Investment 

• Line of Credit 

• Linked Deposits

• Equity Capital

• Guarantees 

Investment Terms: 1-7 years
Rate: Generally at or below market rate



Anchor Investing



Improving Health Through Innovative Collaborations

NEW BRUNSWICK 
HEALTHY HOUSING 
COLLABORATIVE 

https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/news/news/nhs-names-10-healthy-new-towns-46351
https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/news/news/nhs-names-10-healthy-new-towns-46351




Opportunity Zones

• Created in Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017

• Low income census tracts designated by 
governors

• Those with substantial capital gains can 
reinvest in Opportunity Zones

o Defer federal taxes until December 31, 2026 

o Reduce tax payment by up to 15%

o Lower taxes on profits from Opportunity Fund if 
held for 10 years



Healthy Practice
Build Healthy Places Network

http://www.buildhealthyplaces.org/





Additional Slides for Q&A as Needed



Green and Healthy Homes

• Combined allergen removal + 
weatherization + lead remediation
o pest control 
o mold remediation
o dust reduction

• Hospitalizations reduced by 65%; 
ER visits by 28%, work missed by 
37%, and school/childcare days by 
27%

DRY, CLEAN, SAFE, WELL-VENTILATED, PEST-FREE, CONTAMINANT-FREE, 
WELL-MAINTAINED, ENERGY EFFICIENT 



Rethinking the Community Investment System



Purpose Built Communities

National Replication Sites Existing

Potential



Community Investment as a Set of Functions



Children who moved at age 10 ended 
up with incomes that were about 
halfway between the average 
incomes of kids who spent their entire 
childhoods in one of the two places

The later families moved, the 
less their children were affected

Moved when 
children were 9 Age at move

Source: Leonhardt, D. NYTimes, Upshot. May 4, 2015 (adapted from Chetty and Hendren)..



Life expectancy varies across New Jersey

Source: www.NJ.Com, May 19, 2017

http://www.nj.com/


Health Impact Pyramid

Socioeconomic Factors

Changing the Context
to make individuals’ default 

decisions healthy

Long-lasting 
Protective Interventions

Clinical
Interventions

Counseling 
& Education

Largest
Impact

Smallest
Impact

Frieden T, AJPH 2009
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This is what is called in public health the “Health impact pyramid,” it was developed by Dr. Tom Frieden now director at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention when he was the commissioner of health here in New York.The pyramid says that instead of spending our dollars on expensive clinical interventions.  As a society we need to begin to refocus on the bottom of the pyramid where interventions are most impactful on a population-basis.
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Education, Jobs,
affordable housing 

Food environments, 
healthy housing, parks 
and green space

Health Care Services
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Nearly one-fifth of all 

Americans live in 
neighborhoods that make it 
hard to be healthy.
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